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Abstract: Aphids are small insects that feed on plant sap, and they belong to a superfamily called
Aphoidea. They are among the major pests causing damage to citrus crops in most parts of the world.
Precise and automatic identification of aphids is needed to understand citrus pest dynamics and
management. This article presents a dataset that contains 665 healthy and unhealthy lemon leaf
images. The latter are leaves with the presence of aphids, and visible white spots characterize them.
Moreover, each image includes a set of annotations that identify the leaf, its health state, and the
infestation severity according to the percentage of the affected area on it. Images were collected
manually in real-world conditions in a lemon plant field in Junín, Manabí, Ecuador, during the winter,
by using a smartphone camera. The dataset is called LeLePhid: lemon (Le) leaf (Le) image dataset for
aphid (Phid) detection and infestation severity. The data can facilitate evaluating models for image
segmentation, detection, and classification problems related to plant disease recognition.

Dataset: https://doi.org/10.17632/tndhs2zng4

Dataset License: CC-BY

Keywords: plant disease recognition; image segmentation; image classification; aphid; Aphoidea;
lemon

1. Summary

The dataset, called LeLePhid in short, provides images of lemon leaves. This dataset
contains 665 photos of the top and back of lemon tree leaves in which there are healthy
and unhealthy leaves; these were collected manually in citrus crops from Junín, Ecuador,
in winter, from December to May, when the weather is warm and rainy in this country.
For the annotation process, it was carried out with the Labelbox© annotation tool, and to
assign the severity of the infestation, three annotators manually inspected the image and
set the grade of infestation severity according to [1] and the OIRSA method [2]. These data
can be used for training, testing, and validation of computational models related to image
segmentation and object detection in plant disease studies. At the same time, they can be
helpful for researchers and professionals working on computer vision-based models for
image classification and object detection using images of healthy leaves and leaves with the
presence of aphids. The data annotations can be used to develop and improve the accuracy
of lemon leaf aphid infestation severity and detection algorithms.
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2. Data Description

The LeLePhid dataset provides lemon leaf images that can be used to develop and
evaluate the performance of models of image segmentation, object detection, and classifica-
tion problems related to plant diseases. The dataset contains imagery of the upper and back
sides of leaves of lemon trees manually collected in citrus crops around Junín, Ecuador.
On each image, the foreground leaf is identified, and its status is labeled, i.e., healthy and
aphid1 presence. The dataset also includes annotations to identify the infestation severity
of the leaves affected by aphids. It can be used to design automatic aphid counting models
because, as stated in [3], compared with manual counting2, these models can calculate the
percentage of the affected area through analyzing the image information. The released
files for the so-named LeLePhid dataset are two folders: the raw data are available in the
“Images” folder (665 images of lemon leaves) and pre-processed data are available in the
“Annotation” folder (.json and .xlsx files). Samples of them are depicted in Figures 1 and 2.
Figure 1 shows an example of the annotated images for segmentation purpose. In a green
limited-area is identified the a lemon leaf. In purple areas the aphids presence. In Figure 2A,
the class of the image is healthy meanwhile in Figure 2B the class is aphids, i.e., the leaf has
presence of this insect. In addition, Tables 1 and 2 describe the levels or infestation severity
on each lemon leaf available in the dataset. Finally, Figure 3 describes the distribution of
images by health status and levels of infestation of aphids.

Figure 1. Annotation examples of a segmentation mask in the LeLePhid dataset.

1 Aphids are tiny insects that feed by sucking sap from plants, and they can cause diseases.
2 An adhesive board is placed on the plants, and researchers count the aphids on it.
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Figure 2. Annotation examples of lemon leaf image classification.

Figure 3. Distribution of images according to infestation severity levels.
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3. Methods

LeLePhiD is designed to support computer vision research related to image processing
with a particular focus on the detection and infestation severity of aphids on lemon leaves.
The pipeline of the creation of this dataset is shown in Figure 4.

1 
 

 

Figure 4. Pipeline of creation of LeLePhid dataset.

In Figure 4, we can see three steps, including the data acquisition, the incorporation of
annotations, and the validation. In the following subsections, we detail each part of the
process of creating this dataset.

3.1. Data Acquisition

The lemon leaf images were manually acquired on a crop field in a rural area of Junín,
Manabí, by using a 2 megapixel smartphone camera. Lemon images were captured follow-
ing the procedure in [4] during cloudy, sunny, rainy, and windy days. The images were
taken at a distance of 30–50 cm from the plant. The data capture process was performed in
a time window of two weeks with different climatic conditions and background scenarios.
We took 665 leaf images of the upper and back sides of healthy and unhealthy lemon plants.
All images were rotated to a vertical position and resized to 800 × 600 pixels, keeping the
aspect ratio. The process can be observed in Figure 4A.
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3.2. Annotations

The annotation process was performed by using the Labelbox© annotation tool and
can be observed in Figure 4B. In the object segmentation annotation, for each image,
the foreground leaf is identified, and also, if the leaf is diseased, the area affected by aphids
is marked (Figure 1). In the classification annotation, each image is labeled healthy or
aphids according to the leaf health status (Figure 2). These annotations were assigned
based on the comprehensive evaluation of the images of leaves according to the experience
of the annotators.

Figure 1 shows an example of an annotation where the green-limited area identifies a
lemon leaf and the magenta areas show the presence of aphids.

In Figure 2, the labeled lemon leaf images are shown. In Figure 2A, the image class
is healthy; meanwhile, in Figure 2B, the class is aphids, i.e., the leaf has the presence of
this insect. Note that only certain areas with white spots and texture correspond to aphids.
Other spots related to other leaf conditions are not considered in this study.

To assign the infestation severity of each leaf, three annotators manually inspected the
image and set the grade of infestation severity according to [1] and the OIRSA method [2].
The description of the levels of infestation severity grades of the affected area in lemon
leaves can be observed in Table 1.

Table 1. Infestation severity scale of aphids in plants.

Level % Affected Area Symptom

0 0 Healthy plant with no aphid presence.
1 [0–5) Few aphids. Foliage with no yellowing symptoms.
2 [5–20) Crinkling and curling of few leaves of the plant.
3 [20–50) Crinkling and curling of leaves almost all over the plant.
4 >50 Extreme curling, crinkling, and drying all over the plant.

3.3. Validation

The validation process can be observed in Figure 4C. The consistency of the anno-
tations was validated using the agreement between annotators. This was achieved by
seeking matches in the category assigned to each image by the annotators. To quantify this,
we used the kappa coefficient and the interpretation suggested by [5]. It can be simplified
in Table 2 as follows:

Table 2. Interpretation of Cohen’s kappa.

Kappa Level of Agreement % of Data Reliability

0–0.20 None 0–4%
0.21–0.39 Minimal 4–15%
0.40–0.59 Weak 15–35%
0.60–0.79 Moderate 35–63%
0.80–0.90 Strong 64–81%

Above 0.90 Almost Perfect 82–100%

In Table 2, any kappa value below 0.60 indicates inadequate agreement among the
annotators and that little confidence should be placed in the labeling process. Here, the
percentage of data reliability corresponds to the squared kappa value. The final value of
each label (level) was selected using a plurality strategy, i.e., when the matches are greater
than 2. In cases of ties, the value was arbitrarily chosen in random order. The level of
agreement obtained by our annotators was 91.0%, which means that the real percentage of
affected area by aphids with LeLePhid is almost perfect.

Finally, the LeLePhid dataset contains 665 lemon leaf images distributed into 330
healthy leaves and 335 leaves with aphid presence. The latter are categorized according to
leaf infestation severity and distributed as summarized in Figure 3.
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In Figure 3, we include the image distribution according to the infestation severity
levels. Note that there are 330 images with 0% of affected area, i.e., they correspond to
healthy photos. The 335 images with aphid presence are divided into four levels. The first
one has 129 leaf images with less than 5% of affected area (level 1). Most of the leaf images
(161) are of level 2, i.e., they have between 5% and 20% of affected area. Further, there are
38 images with between 20% and 50% of infestation (level 3). Finally, the dataset contains
seven leaf images with more than 50% of affected area (level 4).

4. User Notes

The data described in this paper are from a citrus crop near Junín, Ecuador (latitude
−0.9277, longitude −80.2058). They were acquired using a smartphone camera. The identi-
fications of the leaf, its state, and the area affected by aphids were individually incorporated
as annotations over the image. The annotation is provided as a JSON file supported in any
computer vision software. The possibilities of practical application are the following:

• The data can be used to train, test, and validate computational models related to
image classification on plant disease studies. In this sense, we already have evidence
from a previous work [6], where convolutional neural networks (CNNs) were used
to board a binary classification problem related to lemon leaves with aphid presence.
The quality of LeLePhid was evidenced by allowing the model to achieve average
rates between 81% and 97% of correct aphid classification.

• The data can be helpful to researchers and professionals working on computer vision-
based models for image segmentation and object detection using images of healthy
leaves and leaves with aphid presence. Cases such as those discussed in [3,7] are
examples of the potential that our dataset can offer from the point of view of con-
tinuous improvement of machine learning algorithms to address segmentation and
identification problems related to plant diseases.

• The data can serve as a motivation to encourage further research into the agriculture
sector and computer vision methods for citrus pest identification. Image annotation is
the data labeling technique used to make the varied objects recognizable for computers.
Our dataset includes image annotations of leaves and aphid-infected areas to make
them recognizable or even understandable for computers. These annotations can be
used to help the large-scale monitoring of the health of crops through, for instance,
devices such as UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles) or drones, where works in [8–11]
have already demonstrated the benefits that can be obtained in the agricultural sector
when devices such as drones are used in conjunction with computer vision.

Note that most of the images used by algorithms of the two first bullet points were cap-
tured in controlled environments, i.e., computer vision laboratories where the photos are
treated artificially: constant backgrounds, homogeneous luminosity, and other conditions
not usually occurring in lemon crops. Our dataset stands out from the others because the
images were captured during cloudy, rainy, sunny, and windy days and considered scenar-
ios with a variety of backgrounds in a typical lemon crop. This ensures that the algorithms
learn from representative images of the type and complexity of real-world scenes.
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